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A bit about me …

- I grew up …
- My family …
- My education …
- My work experience …
Your experiences ...

- What has been your greatest challenge up to this point?

- What has been the one thing that has worked well for you?
Have a great first class

- Be prepared, upbeat, enthusiastic
- Make them want to come back
- A fun activity or demonstration
- Four primary risk factors for CV disease?
Learn their names

• They appreciate this!
Be early & interact with students

- Shows the students you care
- Use student strengths during the class
Use Humor

- Must be appropriate
- Pictures, videos, stories, examples, take advantage of the students
Use videos

• Great way to engage students

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRBW8eJGTVs
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMH0bHeiRNg
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYhCn0jf46U
Be a story teller

- SNS

- Arterial vs. venous bleeds
Current events

• Related to your topic
• Helps you stay current
Demonstrations & activities

- Balloon and stress
- Wounds
- GAS
Make content relevant

- To their lives
- Other courses
- Example of addictive behaviors
10 minute rule ...
thank you